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About This Game

Are you an Hentai or Ecchi fan ? Do you like japanese girls ?
Are you also a mind games fan and nothing pleases you as much as mixing reflexion and pleasure ?

If your answer is yes, DOTS POPS : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS is the perfect game for you. In this superb game, you must click in
1 dot trigger a chain reaction in order to eliminate all the other dots.

Each time you finish a level you will unlock a new image.
For each girl you have 5 images (5 levels) :

- Girl fully dressed
- Girl half dressed

- Girl wearing a bikini / underwear
- Girl topless

- Girl fully naked

"DOTS POPS : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS" is an hot brain game that will make you playing for hours.
Put your neurons to the trial and find the best dot to start the level in order to clear the others dots with a chain reaction. You

will play with 40 differents levels. Levels are becoming more and more difficult and the girls more and more hot...

Are you smart enough to undress all the girls ?

Game features:
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-40 levels / 40 images of girls
-Great and fun to play

-Specials and secrets bonus
-Perfect game / perfect girls !
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Title: Dots Pop : Sexy Hentai Girls
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Playtouch
Publisher:
Playtouch
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish
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such a fun game but no one is playing it, i hope this game can one day become playable again it is such a fun game.. For all
intents and purposes, this is a decent game - especially considering I paid 0.29$AU for it. I would only recommend it at this
price though.

The gameplay is reminicent of any Puyo Pop style game and plays well enough. There is 3 modes: Classic (Arcade\/High-score),
Ship Shape (Survival) and Sally's Shapes (Puzzle\/Speedrun?).

The graphics are decent: fun and cartoony, obviously aimed at pre-teens. They seem to be a little low-res but not overly so, as if
this game were about 5-10 years old.

My main gripes are as follows:
1) When you clear gems, the other powerups don't activate. This is especially annoying once the Oil and Slime are introduced
and\/or you've lined up a good lot of powerups. This is unlike any similar game I've played and means difficult gameplay atop of
lack of combo-making opportunities.
2) While keyboard controls are available (and much preferred), there's no shortcuts to activate prompts. This leaves you quickly
fumbling for the mouse and potentially causing a game over. Also - again, unlike any similar games - you can't rotate the other
direction. This is needed once the game speeds up and rotating 270 degrees instead of 90 can cause problems.
3) The background in the Ship mode is way too distracting.

In summary, it's a game that brings nothing new but added frustration but worth the sales pricing.. This is a clever little game!

The atmosphere is spooky, the puzzles engaging, and Rusty is a good little pup.. Love the game, great music very calming,
challenging game, i mean it's survival for christ sake it can't be easy.
multiplayer would be dank, other than that just a chill game to play. https:\/\/youtu.be\/zRRc7zt6x5w

Split control between keyboard and mouse may take some players a bit of time to get used to, once over that hurdle this puzzle
platformer has a lot to offer.. I reccomend buying the K4 as soon as you get Horseshoe Curve. Looking at it alone looks
amazing, but having it is even cooler. This marvel of the Pennsy is just a fine and overall nice loco to have in game, whereever
you run it. My only problem is that it seems underpowered (or its just me) and that it doesnt come with anything else. Im not
saying thats a bad thing, but it would be cool to see something else with it. The sounds\/ looks are amazing and in conjuction
with the map, its amazing and historical.. Great game, definitely worth $5. It has the right amount of challenge with reward. The
small amount of dialogue is also funny.. Don't bother with this game. It's weak sauce.. Long awaited. The final finished product
is better than expected. The play style is very cool and easy to use, the battle scenes are very cool to with the added music. If you
like RPG games with a great story behind them then this game is for you.
Absolutly love it. Highly recommend!!
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is an okay game for achivments :). I played this game on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers. The only issue I had was the
button mapping and the default settings. To choose options, you have to hit trigger and then whatever other button combination
to make it work. If I remember correctly, for menu options it was joystick plus trigger simultaneously. For other items it was
trigger and A button. Y button was to pause. You do have to change settings to allow for faster walking because the default is
painfully slow. I would also change volume, because it is very quiet otherwise. You move via touchpad or joystick locomotion,
but you do have to look in the direction you're moving.

I spent 40 minutes in the game from start to finish. Unfortunately, about 10-20 minutes was just me trying to figure out button
mapping (and also because having to push trigger and joystick to move is cumbersome to do). This game is probably only 20-25
minutes long, that's if you take your time exploring. You could probably speed run the experience in 10 minutes if you knew
what you were doing.

Even though the game is very short, the graphics are very well done but glitchy (frame drops, choppy video). There's not much
to the story. You're supposed to escape a building that's about to go down. There's fire and falling debris everywhere. The
puzzles are very straightforward. Spoiler alert:  hahahahahahahahaha you use the fire extinguisher to put out the fire.

Despite all the above problems, however, I had fun. Very atmospheric escape room adventure. I felt like I was actually trapped
inside the building and a lot of the things done here are things that you might actually do if you were in a similar position. The
only really odd thing is why there aren't people in this building with you. And a lot of things were just out there for you to use,
which probably wouldn't happen in real life (but hey, that's why it's a game).

Sale Price Rating 6\/10, I wouldn't recommend it at full price as there's not a lot of content here, but it is very good content if
you want more adventure\/ atmosphere in your puzzle game (and don't like your puzzles too difficult). <===TO BE
CONTINUED. \tBioshock Infinite is a mixed bag, while I like the art direction, music, and love the combat, the story as well as
the characters can bounce from mediocre to stupid.
\tFirst I want to talk about the combat, which is amazing. Not the power aspect shoved in because Bioshock had it, but the rail
system. Being able to jump from rail to rail at high speeds while jumping down on the enemy below to shoot them is simply fun.
It makes the otherwise boring cover shooter mechanics more fun when you can jump and fly across the shooting gallery.
\tWhat I don\u2019t like is the story. While the racist flying city of Columbia is a neat backdrop for the game, even if it
doesn\u2019t make too much sense, the whole time space aspect of the story just feels like a contrived way to connect Bioshock
1 into Infinite. Near the end, it moves from an irritating aspect of the story to a complete disaster as the ending makes absolutely
no sense. The characters can be quite irritating too, to the point where you can\u2019t really root for anyone because they are all
a bunch of selfish \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s, include the main characters.
\tWhile the combat can be fun, it isn\u2019t enough to support the terrible story and characters, especially when half or less of
the game makes use of the rail system, the other half just continues as a regular cover shooter. I can\u2019t recommend a game
with this many flaws when there isn\u2019t much worth seeing behind said flaws.. Expected nothing from this game but the
Demo was great fun, played it a few times and bought the full version on sale. The presentation seems pretty cheap so you want
to get into the gameplay as fast as possible because that's where Operation Warcade VR shines.

You are in a arcade cabinet, Uzi in one hand - grenades in the other. The game scrolls from left to right and starts throwing
enemies, power ups and explosions at you.
Foot soldiers, snipers, tanks, boats, helicopters, jets,... you name it. But those things are also available to you. Now and then you
get the chance to "jump" into the game and play it as a FPS. Snipe the bad guys with your bow (Explosive bolts included), drive
a armored vehicle - wheel in one hand and your trusty Uzi in the other, rain down hell from a helicopter with a minigun,.... the
list goes on. Did I mention you can operate a fighter jet as well?

In every level you are tasked with three objectives you can do them one by one or get all of them in one run. Each cleared
objective gives you a star which unlocks new abilities and new locations\/levels. There is also a Highscore mode in which you
have to survive with only a limited amount of lives. Not the main event but fun nonetheless.

Oh and they reused a Call of Duty 2 gunsound in this game. I have no idea why.

Yeah, it's a good game. Well worth the price tag and a no-brainer on sale.. This DLC adds new side missions and some gear. I
personally bought this addition to the game because of the missions. I enjoyed them for me it's worth it. I suggest buying this
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DLC when it's on sale. The description says what is included, so leaving a negative review for that would give other players who
want to buy Homeland DLC the wrong impression. It works fine too.
As for activation, write down on paper or something the CD key\/code of the DLC which you will get. When you start the
game, from the main menu go to Extras and from there Redeem Code; You have to type the code yourself, copy\/paste doesn't
work. Activated it and you are good to go.
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